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Features

Safety (& Proximity)

Localization

Integration

Collaboration

Communication

Authentication

Automatic alerts in case of man-down or 
no activity detected, data gathering (ie. 
heart rate, stress level, atmospheric 
pressure, altimeter, UV index); panic 
button to explicitly ask for assistance;
PPE (Personal Protective Equipment)  
& job-related equipment check

Real-time user position on map, 
teammates location sharing and 
visualization; automated actions thanks 
to geofencing support

Data exchange with ERP/MES systems, 
IIoT platforms, access control & presence
Detection solutions & third parties libraries

Real-time “Ask for help” in case of 
needs, response timing logging & 

visualization, activities check-list & 
progress certification 

Textual or vocal messages exchange 
between remote operator and user, 

teammates and other colleagues;  
real-time voice communication extension

Integration with several systems: 
access control, presence detection, 

SSO (Single Sign On) & machine 
authentication via NFC technology



Compliances



GMP

Devices are built with durable materials  
(stainless steel, glass,  silicone)  
that can be easily cleaned   

The whole process is compliant with standard 
procedures, including all aspects related to 
authentication: enrollment procedure,  
user authentication & authorization,  
session management, automatic logoff

Good Manufacturing Practices



GDPR
General Data Protection Regulation



Features



1. Enrollment

Users must authenticate at the 
beginning of each shift

Users are forced to  authenticate 
again if they remove the device 
from their wrist 

Users can be forcibly logged 
out after the session is expired 
or from the Web UI

Rolling devices



2. Single Sign-On

Username & password 
(embedded or via Active Directory) 

Corporate badge (NFC based) 

Custom authentication 
procedures integration

IAM integration



3. Future-proof

One tap authentication & authorization 

Improved efficiency and security levels 

No more easy to hack, shared passwords 

Automatic logout on wrist off

IAM integration



4. Peace of mind

Man-down & inactivity detection 
(ie. “are you ok? Do you need some 
assistance?”) 

Movement & activity tracking 
(ie. “you are really far from home, 
do you need somone to take you 
back home?”) 

Alarms & notifications 
(ie. “it’s time to take your pills”)

Integrated sensors can be exploited to 
monitor level of stress or fatigue, man 
down condition or other critic situations 
to avoid major injuries 

In case of abnormal conditions 
detected, the smartwatch can notify 
other team members or a remote 
operator and share the user location

Safety & well-being

SoS Message



5. PPE

Instantly check that 
prerequisites are met 

Never forget your equipment

Safety first

Safety first



6. Work Order

Activities checklist

Assign tasks and share with all 
team members 

Follow the sequence of operations 
to be completed

Check your status in the overall 
process and monitor timing and 
costs related to each task



7. "Ask for help"

User generated tickets 
sent to other roles

Alarms coming from machines 
forwarded directly to users 

Time-based escalation system to 
notify different roles about open 
and unsolved tickets

Role-based functionalities 
& interactions

and escalation



8. MES and ERP

Full-duplex data exchange

Real-time data visualization

Immediate user input or responses to 
manage production steps

Fully featured integration



9. Communication

Real-time one-to-one or group
communications 

Download recorded conversations & 
metadata (ie. when a user was speaking) 

Easily activate audio channel 
using an external button 

Connect Bluetooth earphones to enable 
always-on listening and speaking

Push to talk

Push to talk



10. Location-based

Enable or disable features based on 
device location 

Share user location to track its position 
over time 

See other team members position 

Take specific actions when a location is 
reached or left

Localization & Automation

services



11. Notifications

Receive only relevant communication 
on your wrist to not miss important 
actions or operations 

Receive real-time notifications based 
on specific conditions: location, alarm 
or other sensor’s data

Always updated

Always updated



12. Virtual badge

The smartwatch can be used instead of 
the corporate badge, to identify 
operators and give them access to 
physical spaces 

Thanks to Samsung KNOX, access keys 
cannot be tampered 

To improve security, a Second Factor 
Authentication schema can be 
implemented: for example, before 
granting access to users, the app can ask 
for a password or a PIN

One Device, multiple usage

VIRTUAL BADGE



Additional client supported: 

Smartphones



1. Task definition & assignment

Through the Administrative Web UI, it is possible to define tasks, the list of
activities each one is composed of and assign them to one or multiple users

When a task is assigned to a user, he receives a notification on his device

Through the Administrative Web UI, it is possible to monitor the status of
every tasks, including when it was accepted by the user and when it has been
marked as completed. It is also possible to view data uploaded by the user



2. Task management

Users must authenticate at the 
beginning of each shift

Users are forced to  authenticate 
again if they remove the device 
from their wrist 

Users can be forcibly logged 
out after the session is expired 
or from the Web UI

Rolling devices

Users can see the list of task assigned from his smartwatch and/or smartphone
For each activity, it is possible to start it, monitor the progress, upload data and
mark it as closed



Users must authenticate at the 
beginning of each shift

Users are forced to  authenticate 
again if they remove the device 
from their wrist 

Users can be forcibly logged 
out after the session is expired 
or from the Web UI

Rolling devices

Users can manually or automatically (via geofencing capabilities) check-in &
check-out when entering or leaving facilities

The smartphone can be used instead of the corporate badge to obtain access
to facilities simply putting it in proximity with comptatible readers

3. Access control & presence detection



4. Ask for help

Users must authenticate at the 
beginning of each shift

Users are forced to  authenticate 
again if they remove the device 
from their wrist 

Users can be forcibly logged 
out after the session is expired 
or from the Web UI

Rolling devices

Users can see the list of task assigned from his smartwatch and/or smartphone
For each activity, it is possible to start it, monitor the progress, upload data and
mark it as closed



5. Push To Talk

Users must authenticate at the 
beginning of each shift

Users are forced to  authenticate 
again if they remove the device 
from their wrist 

Users can be forcibly logged 
out after the session is expired 
or from the Web UI

Rolling devices

Full-duplex real-time & secure communication among all devices
(smartwatches, smartphones and Web)



Roadmap
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Best cases: 

Manufacturing



Automotive



Automotive



Transport

Core Services Rules engine

Third partiesAPIWeb UI

Smartwatch

“Augmented
mobility”

“Wired desktop”

Device “solo”

Automotive



Operators can use a tablet, a 
smartphone or a smartwatch, 
based on the activity 
they are currently running 

Tablets are the main access point 
to MES system, connected to a 
fixed station with a desktop-like 
experience or in total mobility 

Smartphones instead of dedicated 
barcode scanner with an 
Enterprise-grade Computer Vision 
solution

Seamless experience

Automotive



Operators authentication on mobile 
device through NFC 

Real-time data visualization (ie. takt-ti
me via OPC-UA) 

KPI monitoring 

Automatic alarms (ie. station status) 
coming from PTC ThingWorx 

Team-leader call 

Textual and vocal messages exchange

360-degree Integration

Automotive



Corporate badge virtualization 
through NFC Single-Sign-On 

Anomalies detection and 
maintenance support requests 

Corporate notifications broadcasted 
to all operators in line 

Emergency alarms (ie man-down) 

Textual and vocal communication 
among operators

A single Point of Contact for Operators

Your requirements, your product: 
let our designers satisfy your dreams 

Virtually no limits in product 
personalization 

And if doesn’t exist? 
No problem, let us create it four you!

PRODUCT CUSTOMIZATION?

FROG®TECHNOLOGY 
INTEGRATION: 
WATER-PROOF, RESISTANCE TO 
ABRASION AND CHEMICAL AGENTS

TPU CLONE OF THE 
ORIGINAL BRACELET

Pharma



Bi-directional sync with SAP

Offline mode

Work orders, work centers, equipments
Manahgement

Customized workflow

Attachments download & upload

NFC-based interaction with equipments

Smartwatch integration

Paperless processes

Pharma



• Machine Learning applied to internal processes 
• Data insights to improve new products development 
• New business model: servitization

How can AI improve your business?

• Machine data access inside production line 
• Real time alarm notifications 
• Task management & simplified data entry

OEM



Best cases: 

Enterprises



Access control & presence 
detection integration 

Safetey & security constant 
monitoring 

Apps & services lock down when 
at work, free usage when at home

Personal & Professional usage

Utilities



From physical badges to virtual badges: 
bring your keys inside your smartphone 
or your smartwatch 

Enhanced security (no key stored , 
based on same technologies used for 
mobile payments) 

Remote user and key 
management 

Dynamic ( depending on external conditions ) 
& temporary (by day, by hours, by period ) access

Process innovation



Best cases: 

Government



Real-time system

Push-To-Talk communication 

Real-time localization 

Record & review audio recording 

Web-based management console, 
Android and Tizen clients



Best cases: 

Healthcare



Man-down & inactivity detection 
(ie. “are you ok? Do you need some 
assistance?”) 

Movement & activity tracking (ie. 
“you are really far from home, do 
you need somone to take you back 
home?”) 

Alarms & notifications (ie. “it’s time 
to take your pills“)

Seamless experience



Best cases: 

Consumer



Mette in moto SmartRide BOLIDE 
con un semplice movimento del 
polso vicino al blocchetto 
di accensione.

Can technology make your passion even better?
Visualizza in maniera chiara 
ed immediata le più importanti 
informazioni sullo stato di 
SmartRide BOLIDE: 
carica della batteria, tempo di ricarica 
e Km percorsi.

Visualizza istantaneamente la 
posizione sul territorio delle 
colonnine di ricarica.

Delimita il raggio di azione entro cui 
SmartRide BOLIDE può circolare. 
Una notifica avvisa dell’eventuale infrazione.

Tiene sotto controllo ogni pericolo 
proveniente dalla strada. 
Speciali notifiche visive 
sugli specchietti retrovisori.

Seamless product experience 
Never seen before solutions 

Disruptive competitive advantages

Condivide istantaneamente una 
copia delle chiavi di SmartRide 
BOLIDE

Registra in tempo reale 
i dati provenienti dai sensori di bordo. 
Potrai rivivere l’emozione 
sul tuo Smart TV

CHIAVE DI 
ACCENSIONE 
CONDIVISA

RIVIVI LA TUA 
PERFORMANCE

NOTIFICHE DI PERICOLO

AREA DI SICUREZZA

PUNTI DI RICARICA

STATO DELLA MOTO

ACCENSIONE



Embedded Technologies







Devices



Galaxy smartwatches

Expanded range
of sensors

Built-in GPS Stand-alone
mode

IP68 & MIL-
STD-810G

BarometerSpeedometerAltimeter



Category
Galaxy Watch (46 mm)

SM-R805 (LTE) SM-R800 (BT)

OS Tizen Based Wearable OS 4.0

Size 49 x 46 x 13 mm (63 g)

Chipset Exynos9110, Dual core 1.15GHz Cortex A53

Color Silver (only)

Display
Super AMOLED 1.3″ 360 x 360 Full-Color AOD,

Gorilla Glass DX+

Memory 1.5 GB + 4 GB 768 MB + 4 GB

Network LTE with Embedded SIM N/A

Connectivi
ty BT4.2, A2DP, LE, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, NFC, A-GPS/Glonass

Sensors Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Barometer,
HRM (Heart Rate Monitor), Ambient Light

Battery 472 mAh

Charge Wireless Charging (WPC Inductive)

PUI 2 Buttons, Rotating Bezel

Durability 5ATM + IP68 + MIL-STD-810G

Other Mic, SPK, Linear Motor

Galaxy Watch Active 2 (46 mm)

SM-R825 (LTE) SM-R820 (BT)

Tizen Based Wearable OS 5.5

44 x 44 x 10.9 mm (42 g)

Exynos9110, Dual core 1.15GHz Cortex A53

Black, Silver, Gold

Super AMOLED 1.4″ 360 x 360 Full-Color AOD,
Gorilla Glass DX+

1.5 GB + 4 GB 768 MB + 4 GB

LTE with Embedded SIM N/A

BT5.0, A2DP, LE, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, NFC, A-
GPS/Glonass/Galileo/BDS

Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Barometer,
HRM (Heart Rate Monitor), Ambient Light, ECG

340 mAh

Wireless Charging (WPC Inductive)

2 Buttons, Touch-sensitive Bezel

5ATM + IP68 + MIL-STD-810G

Mic, SPK, Linear Motor

Galaxy Watch 3 (45 mm)

SM-R845 (LTE) SM-R840 (BT)

Tizen Based Wearable OS 5.5

46.2 x 45 x 11.1 mm (53.8 g)

Exynos9110, Dual core 1.15GHz Cortex A53

Black, Silver

Super AMOLED 1.4″ 360 x 360 Full-Color AOD,
Gorilla Glass DX

1 GB + 8 GB

LTE with Embedded SIM N/A

BT5.0, A2DP, LE, Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, NFC, A-
GPS/Glonass/Galileo/BDS

Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Barometer, HRM (Heart Rate 
Monitor), Ambient Light, ECG, blood pressure

340 mAh

Wireless Charging (WPC Inductive)

2 Buttons, Rotating Bezel

5ATM + IP68 + MIL-STD-810G

Mic, SPK, Linear Motor




